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HOME LEARNING
Science
We have been discussing
reflective surfaces in our
science lessons. Can you write
a list of as many different
reflective things that you can
find in your house e.g. reflective
coat, bike reflectors, mirror etc.
Maths
Please log in to TT Rockstars
and have a go at practising
some more of your times tables.
We are working on the 4x table
in class but TT Rockstars will
help build your fluency in the
other times tables too.

Reminders:
•

•

Due to the weather being so
interchangeable at the
moment, please ensure full
(named) PE kits are in
school each day. Thank
you.
Forest school lessons are
also on a Thursday. If you
would like to bring wellies
and a change of clothes for
these sessions, please
ensure they are named.

This half term we are
aiming to have our
weekly attendance
above 98%.

Dear Parents,
We have had such a busy week this week
in the Nightingales. We have had a
wonderful time today, raising money for Children in Need and I
would like to thank you for all the donations that we received.
In English this week, we have been exploring characters. We
have been thinking about characters that we know from stories
and what we like about them as well as creating our own
characters for our own stories.
In maths, we have been focussing on regrouping when using
the column method to add numbers together. Year 3 have
been focusing on adding 2-digit numbers to 3-digit numbers
and Year 4 have been working on adding two 4-digit numbers
together. The children have shown a really good understanding
of the method used and have started to be able to solve
problems using this method too.
In history this week, we continued to use sources to help us
explore the different types of jobs people may have had during
the Medieval period. We then discussed which of the jobs we
explored we would prefer and which we thought could have
been one of the more difficult roles. We had a great time
discussing the options and sharing our ideas!
I hope you all have a wonderful weekend,
Mrs Davis

Star of the Week
This week, our award goes to Milo for
showing perseverance with his writing this
week! Well done Milo.
Important!
Thank you for all your donations for Children in
Need. ☺
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